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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study was conducted following the passing of Hurricane Matthew in the
Commune of Abricots which was the field site for our research. In this case, the
research in which we were completing was regarding the departure impact of NGOs in
some departments of the country. We decided it necessary after the passing of
Hurricane Matthew for us to focus on the work and service of some actors, which were
provided to the population to relieve victims of the distress and disturbance of their lives.
This research uncovered the relationships that developed within the population
as well as the relationships and perception of the population regarding the institutions
that acted in the commune like the local authorities, the State, and NGOs. The
population evaluated those three actors and it showed clearly following the hurricane
the real actors who provided a bit of relief as impoverishment continued.
The population described the State as being absent and not responding in a
manner of good governance. The population also spoke about local authorities as the
eyes of the State, but with their weak resources could not respond to the needs of the
population. We see how the population highlighted the unparalleled services NGOs
offerred and their greater presence than the State. With that said, they still seemed lost
in their mission. Also, the population spoke of the visibility of humanitarian aid given and
the institutions that intervened in the commune. Unfortunately, the population is still in
dire need, but even under those circumstances, they know there priority needs. With the
passing of the hurricane in the commune, we saw changes in some of the data we had
collected for the study in the summer, and the needs that were priorities in the summer
changed.
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1 - Introduction
Research is a multi-faceted term. In other words, it has multiple definitions. It is a
collaborative study or work that is done with the method of a specialist or a researcher
with the objective to reinforce scientific knowledge. In all societies, research remains an
important element. No matter what country in the world, whether rich and developed or
poor and developing, research remains a major element that permits people to gain
knowledge regarding a series of phenomena that exist in societies. Research has been
happening all over in all corners to understand a series of everyday issues.
Research empowers people to know and understand some realities and to share
that knowledge with other people regarding those realities. Research is not easy, but
also at the same time not difficult. It only requires a lot of comprehension, honesty,
patience, rigor and professionalism regardless of the domain.
In completeing the research on the impact of NGOs’ departure, National Science
Foundation (NSF) and Northern Illionois University (NIU) collaborated with the School of
Ethnology (Faculté d’Ethnologie) at the State University of Haiti (l’Université d’État
d’Haïti). It was done in several areas of the country with the coordination of Professor
Mark Schuller, Professor Ilionor Louis, and Professor Daniel Felix, as the core directors
of the research. I had the chance to work in the Grand-Anse Department, specfically the
commune of Abricots.
The research included a number of phases. A phase of training and preperation
culminated in our first field visit from August 17-20, 2015. This was the initiation and
presentation of our research in the field. We arrived to be connected and to retrieve
some GPS points so that we could create a social map so that we could gain a larger
vision of the area. This work allowed us to begin a second phase from January 8-11,
2016.
We tested a survey that allowed for us to understand the field and to connect
with those who would participate in the survey. It also allowed us to test the feasibility
and validity of the tools that we were to use with the idea for us improve and make
adjustments with the information we received.
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This brought us to the third phase. During this phase, we completed a survey
with more than 100 people from the commune of Abricots during the summer of 2016.
This survey allowed us to establish a few strong relationships within the population,
where they felt comfortable providing some information.
We were in the commune of Abricots with the focus of completing a survey on
the impact of NGOs’ departure during the summer of 2016. At that time, we worked with
U.S. colleagues. We spent eight weeks in the field. The first week was the observation
phase and integration of our partners from the U.S. into the communities. In other
weeks, we completed the survey and conducted interviews. We administered over 100
questionnaires (see appendix) and a dozen interviews. We used a questionnaire as a
guide for the surveys, and together drew up a list of questions for interviews.
During the summer, we collected quite a bit of information regarding the
commune, like the relationship between people regarding sharing and trust in
neighbors, the relationship and perception of people regarding local authorities, the
State, and NGOs, basic information about the town, the area’s needs, etc.
Hurricane Matthew hit the commune of Abricots in October 2016, which was the
fieldsite of our research. This situation was aggravated for a population already in
difficult situations while trying to find a series of services either that did not exist or did
not arrive in the commune. Considering the relationships we developed with the
population, we judged it necessary to show our support and solidarity with the
population and victims of this hurricane.
On October 30, 2016, despite the difficulties with the road and risks of certain
diseases in the impacted areas, we visited the Grand South (Grand-Anse and South
provinces) in coordination with Professor Mark Schuller. We were able to visit the four
communes where our research fieldsites were located which were really badly damaged
or destroyed during the hurricane.
We visited two communes in the South Department, Camp Perrin and Port Salut,
and two communes in the Grand-Anse, Abricots and Pestel. This short visit reinforced
ties between us and the population, as well as some public institutions like the municipal
governments. During our short visit to the commune in October 2016, with the idea of
extending solidarity to the population and victims of Hurricane Matthew, we passed
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through to see some people to show our support and to offer strength for them to keep
going. We connected with the director of the municipal government to see if an
assessment had been completed after Hurricane Matthew to try and gain an
understanding of how the population lived through the moment. The mayor spoke to us
about the needs of the population and his intentions. During this short visit, we saw how
the commune was ravaged and almost everything disappeared. This short visit allowed
for the birth of a small survey in the field that was conducted from December 19-23,
2016.
With the idea of finding good information and gathering good data regarding the
commune, we proceeded in this manner: observations, completed questionnaires,
conducted interviews, took photos and recorded conversations. We completed 25
questionnaires with six women and 19 men between the ages of 19-62 that lived in
different areas of the commune. We approached these people who were available using
random sampling. We completed eight open-ended interviews where we gave the
people we surveyed time to speak openly and this allowed us to gather more
information.
In our observations we paid a great deal of attention to people, what was being
said about the hurricane, like how they lived, how they supported each other, how the
central government responded, how local authorities responded, what services were
provided by NGOs, the participation of people in the community, their intentions, their
knowledge, etc. We also had the chance to observe a food distribution that was done in
the commune. We saw how the population organized themselves to receive the aid and
how they welcomed the aid. We observed the attitudes of people and their reactions to
the aid they were receiving. We visited some residential areas. We visited a few areas
to see how people were recovering, like next to the ocean, by the main public square,
by the river mouth, the fishing village, and the entrance to the village to cite just a few.

Difficulties Encountered
One difficulty preventing people from having the time or availablity to talk to us
was that they were putting all of their hopes in food distribution activities being done by
the NGO Samaritan’s Purse. It was why people were not available to give informaton
during the distribution periods. Unfortunately, the distributions were for the people of the
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center of town and also of the second section, while people from other sections in
addition to many people in the center of town waited and watched the distributions to
see if they could find a little something. The distribution was over two days, from
December 20-21.
A few people agreed to respond to questions but they were not willing to be
recorded. Unfortunately, these difficulties made it more diffcitult to gather information.

Benefits
Some of the benefits were that we were still able to collect a good amount of
information during the distribution that was being done. This moment gave us the
opportunity to observe a lot of things like the relationship amongst the population,
relationship of the population to NGOs, perceptions of people regarding the aid they
were receiving, relations with local authorities, perceptions of local authorities, the State,
attitudes they had towards the aid they received and the visibility of humanitarian aid
given by NGOs and some other institutions of the State.
The survey questionnaire (see appendix) had more than 50 questions with 31
amongst those that were yes and no, while the other 10 were a guide for interviews.
After the response and questionnaires, we saw that Hurricane Matthew brought
changes and collaboration amongst the people of the population in Abricots. In the
summer of 2016, some people had stated there was no longer collaboration because of
political divisions.

2 - Presentation of Abricots
Abricots is a commune (municipality) in Haiti in the Grand-Anse department in
the southern peninsula. It is bordered on the north and northeast by the Caribbean Sea,
the east by the commune of Bonbon, the southeast the commune of Moron, the south
by the commune of Chambellan, and the west by the commune of Dame-Marie. It is 108
square kilometers.
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Administration: There are four communal
sections including Anse du Clerc, Balisiers,
Danglise La Seringue.
Demographics: After data made available
in 2009, IHSI estimated the population to
be 24,262. After January 12, 2010, what
many people refer to as goudougoudou
(earthquake), the population increased
because people who left the captal and
other areas affected by the earthquake.
We did not have access to official numbers
to exactly identify the number of people

Source: gc.revues.org

who returned to the commune, but one
former mayor of the commune noted it seemed like it doubled.
Geography/Landscape: It is a very mountainous area like the South Coast, Southeast,
West., but in the North there are plains.
Economy: Agriculture, Fishing, Livestock, Commerce.
Infrastructure: Roads and Boats
Public Institutions: A municipal office that is the Mayor’s office, a Police station, A
Justice of the Peace that is smallest institution that exists in the judicial chain to manage
small cases, a DGI office that collects tax for the State, A Communal Electoral Office
(BEC) which is an office that manages the electoral ballots in the commune, an
commune agircultural office (BAC) that supports agricultural activities in the commune,
but it looks like the office is not functioning, two high schools (that only offer up to the
second to last year), and a health clinic to provide care to the population.
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3 - Hurricane Matthew’s Consequences on the Commune of Abricots
The passing of Hurricane Matthew through the country of Haiti but harder in the
Grand-Anse Department was a serious blow because of extensive damage and
destruction that the department underwent. The absence of the State regarding
anarchic construction, lack of monitoring, and/or overall lack of management of the
environment was the cause of the damage recorded on human life and materials. The
population was stripped bare just like the environment, especially like the vegetation
cover. Many people lost their lives, and the wind carried away public and private offices
while others sustained heavy damage. This increased the population’s vulnerabiltiy.
People are resigned or in acceptance of their current situation which is providing little
relief for primary needs, like housing, health, water, clothes, food, etc.
The passing of the hurricane in the commune of Abricots left many families in
chaos: some lost family members, like children, husbands or wives, brothers or sisters,
while others lost animals (cows, goats, pigs, etc), and crops, and more. Many people
were already in difficult situations, which the hurricane exacerbated. People became
increasingly in need, and they don’t have the means to get out of their deplorable living
conditions. Not only did the State not prepare them for hurricane because of the lack of
funds, but the State also is unable to respond to the needs of the population.
On the local level, during the passing of the hurricane, the municipal office tried
their best with their limited resources to do what they could. Their first action was to
relocate people who were in areas of higher risk to areas with less risk and danger. A
few days after the hurricane hit, they sent a team into the field for them to assess the
damage that was done in the commune and to produce a report. In this report, the team
presented some numbers regarding the damage they recorded and presented a list of
needs. See Table 1: Analysis of Needs.
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Table 1: Analysis of Needs
Short-term Needs
(less than 6 months)
- Food
- Potable water
- Clorox & Aquatabs
-Tents and Tarps
- Lighting (Individual &
Collective)
- Medicine for the
health and permanent
doctor

Mid-term Needs (3-6
months)

Longer-term Needs (more
than 6 months)

Construction Materials
(corrugated metal sheets,
cement, wood, iron bars for
structure support, nails,
wood, etc)
- Food
- Water

- Socio-shelter construction
- Infrastructure rehabilitation
(bridges for both cars and
pedestrian traffic)
- Reconstruction of the water
canals/dams around the
village
- Possibilty of Study to move
the village and move Burotte
to the 4th section

Source: Abricots Municipal office, October 2016
The report detailed by the municipal office produced on the 7th of October called
“State of the situation and Estimation of Human and Material Damage in the
Commune of Abricots Following the Passage of Hurricane Matthew”, showed the
extent to which the population was affected. The municipal surveyors put numbers and
quantified materials lost, construction that was destroyed or damaged, and human and
animal life lost.
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Table 2: Damage done by Hurricane Matthew in the Commune of Abricots
Category

Details

Quantity

Temporary Shelters

15

People Injured

17
Destroyed

173

Damaged

14

Destroyed

973 which housed 982 families

Damaged

407 which housed 451 families

Cane Press & Mill

Destroyed

5

Foundation Paradis des
Indien's Workshops

Damaged

2

Farmers’ fields

Destroyed

13,000 carreauxs of land (16,770
hectares or 41,439 acres)

Animals

Died or
disappeared

Cows 9 and 263/ Goats 12 and 407/
Chicken 75,000

Lost or
Disappeared

6 fishing sites; 3 fish attraction
apparatuses, 85 dugout canoes, 23
sailboats, 10 motor boats (40 hp);
45,000 meters of nylon nets, 57,00
meters of fishing line, 68 masks, 8 1000
watt invertors, 8 trojan -12 volt batteries

School

Houses

Fishing Equipment

With the same goal to determine the damage after Matthew in the commune of
Abricots, the Youth Association for Progress in Abricots (AJVPA) conducted additional
assessments. According to the report titled, “State of the situation and Estimation of
Human and Material Damage in the Commune of Abricots Following the Passage
of Category 4 Hurricane Matthew,” almost all gardens were destroyed, more than half
the houses destroyed, and those that were not destroyed were damaged, and all
commerce activities stopped due to the lost products by merchants.
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Table 3: The Damage that the Hurricane caused
Situation
Female victims
Houses destroyed
Houses damaged
Schools destroyed
Schools damaged
Churches destroyed
Churches damaged
Animals killed or disappeared
Gardens destroyed
People injured
Deaths during
Deaths after

Quantity
6,400
3,413
2,302
43
7
41
17
33,924
31,433
202
45
50

Source: AJVPA, FPDI, Municipal Office, November 2016

The damage to the commune recorded after the assessments by the municipal
office and AJVPA highlights the vulnerabilty of the population, which required an urgent
response corresponding with needs. The municipal office due to its limited resources
was obligated to open its door to outside aid and donations in order to deal with this
horrible situation.
As it happens in all countries after a catastrophe, the affected country is always
in a position to receive aid and donations from elsewhere. The aid and donations should
respond to the primary needs of the population affected by the catastrophe. In the
commune of Abricots, the local authorities worked with some community members to
share what they had with the rest of the population, especially those in temporary
shelters. These efforts continued until some NGOs arrived to offer support despite the
poor situation of the roads. The road that leads to Abricots was already in bad shape
before the hurricane. The situation became worse after the hurricane, backing the
commune into a corner.

4 - The Population’s Collaboration Post-Matthew
Living conditions in the commune of Abricots were already bad for many people
due to limited resources and few social services. The passing of hurricane Matthew
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exacerbated the level of vulnerability in the commune of Abricots. Our previous
research showed that social ties that existed already were strained: the community was
divided along political lines. Even with the first aid that arrived in the commune, political
divisions created difficulties preventing the population from receiving aid. Aid was given
in person. This practice caused much tension, which was revealed in the burning of
machines and motorcycles.

Photo by: Jessica Hsu

After meeting with some elders and engaged citizens as well as local authorities
in the commune, they found a solution where they would use another strategy to
manage the situation. According to the information and data we collected during our
work in the field, there was a big change within the population. For some surveyed,
while the hurricane seemed to destroy almost everything, they also noted It seemed to
bring peace, reconciliation, and collaboration in the commune again. They noted it was
born out of the divergence and conflict in all forms that had ravaged the population.
Once again, the population began to work with each other and collective life resumed
again. We saw this in the fashion they came together to collaborate: they reinforced and
developed a spirit of sharing where one helped another.
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The collaboration and solidarity facilitated the cleaning of the roads. People cut
trees that had fallen on the roads, moved rocks that fell on the road to create a passage
for people on foot or on animals, cars, motorcycles, etc. to pass. Volunteers cleaned the
water source and helped with debris around houses. It was not easy work, but with the
actions of the municipal office and the collaboration of the population everything began
to improve. The population got back on their feet again. People would look out for one
another to try and ensure the continuing wind and rain would not take any other victims.
For this, everyone followed the words of the local Civil Protection authorities.

The Town Square covered with drying clothes after the hurricane, and also in the process of
debris removal by community members.

Photo by: Jessica Hsu
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5 - The Population’s Perception of Local Authorities, The State, and
NGOs
Acoording to information we compiled, the population emphasizes that the Mayor
is the only local authority. Mayors have the responsibility of managing the commune,
reinforcing infrastructure, and developing the communes. Local authorities are the eyes
of the central government that are there to accompany the population in aiding them to
find and access the minimum services for them to function. Data we found showed us
that mayors did not accompany the population the way in which they had hoped. This
weakness caused the population to lose faith in them. The population said that local
authorities are weak, they are dolls, don’t have the competencies, unable to take any
initiative, and don’t have a conscience. The population sees the authorities as a mess
who only want to benefit themselves and those close to them, and don’t care about
anything in the commune, but they pretend to be important people as they only take
care of their own personal affairs. According to the population, local authorities take
what should be for the commune, for themselves, their family and friends, and
sometimes even forget they are supposed to be running the commune.

How the population viewed the work of different actors
With that said, a number of the people surveyed reported some satisfaction
regarding the work of the local authorities during the passing of hurricane Matthew.
They assessed the work as good work because those surveyed gave the mayors a
score that was around five out of ten. They gave this score because of the their
dedication to communicating with the population regarding the hurricane, for the efforts
they made to relocated people who were in areas of higher risk and danger and to put
them in shelters. Despite the limited resources, they found water, food, and lighting so
that people could stay where they were sheltered.
In order for the Mayor to be able to do this, they were obligated to multiply their
contacts to find a little aid or donations. They found some at the national level from
governments or local organziations, on the international level with NGOs or other
foreign governments in order to respond to the needs of the population. This effort was
made because the commune was not ready for the catastrophe it faced.
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The aid that came to the population brought visibility to the municipal cartel. In
the question related to local authorities, the score given was primarily for the first mayor
because of his dedication and honesty. Those surveyed stated, “when aid arrived in the
commune if it reached the first mayor, the population was satisfied because he had
everyone participate. But if it arrived elsewhere or with other municipal directors, they
acted like a klan. When they finished filling their houses, they gave to their families and
friends and if there were a few people who became violent that received some, while
with the first mayor the tendency is for the population to come before everything else.”
They said the first mayor was like a foreign/white man in the way in which he
understands people, and they presented him in the same light as former Mayor Jean
Claude Fignole who provided the commune with good services. The expression of
foreign/white in the way it was said regarding the first mayor means that he respects
what he says and keeps his promises.
The population seems to hold NGOs in higher esteem. According to information
they gave us, NGOs would do positive work, exhibiting the will and determination to
provide servces despite the bad roads. NGOs were more present than the State which
appeared to be on vacation. Their responses allowed us to see that one served the
commune better. The people we surveyed gave NGOs a score of about six out of ten
for the quality of actions. And those same people gave the State a score of only two.
For them, the State did not take care of anything.

6 - The Aid That Came Did Not Match the Real Needs of the Population
After the passing of Hurricane Matthew, the population was in need because
everything was destroyed. Many amongst the people were not able to save anything,
except their lives. It was not easy at all for the aid to find the population because of the
conditions of the roads whether it was principal roads or small roads. It was a serious
hit. The problems only got worse after the hurricane. Even in the summer of 2016, the
population had already been able to tell us that one of their priority needs was the road.
According to the information we compiled, the aid that arrived for the population
did not respond to the real needs of the population. According to the two surveys we
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conducted in summer of 2016 and then right after the passing of Hurricane Matthew, the
priority in the summer was the road but health became a larger priority after Matthew.

Table 4: Difference between priority needs before and after the hurricane
Needs
Summer 2016
December 2016
Road
45.7%
40%
Water
12.4%
16%
Work
12.4%
24%
Health
9.5%
48%
Electricity
4.8%
16%
Food
1%
36%
When we look at this table, we can see the difference between the needs before
and after the passing of Hurricane Matthew. Going from higher to lower percentage, we
see that before the hurricane, the priority need was the road, water, and work while after
the hurricane the priorities became health, the road, and food.
When we compare the percentages, the population did not list food as a need at
all before the passing of hurricane Matthew, but after Matthew, it became a top priority.
It went from one% to 36%. Health became a large need also because before the
hurricane only 9.5% of people noted it as a priority need but after, 36% of people saw it
as a necessity. Even though the road remained a priority throughout, it lost a little value
after the hurricane. Water, electricity, and work increased in value also. Work doubled. It
went from 12.4% before to 24% after the hurricane. All of this shows us that the passing
of the hurricane changed the needs. Faced wtih these problems, the population
identified the State, NGOS, and local authorities in the first and second survey as the
institutions that would resolve these problems.
After the hurricane, there were a few actions taken together by NGOs and the
local authorities. In the aid that was given, it focused on tarp distribution, hygienic kits,
medical consultation and distributions, and food distributions. According to the
testimonies of some surveyed, the aid really did not help very much. In explaining this,
they sited the Kreyol proverb which says, “lè w pa gen manman ou tete grann” (when
you don’t have a mother, you go to your grandmother’s breasts), which is a way of
saying that when you don’t have a choice in a situation or condition, you find them.
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After the catastrophe, the victims within the population continue to be in difficult
situations. Even the aid that arrived, it did not meet people’s expectations but it still
assisted with some of the problems they were facing. Tarps and corrugated metal sheet
distribution assisted those who had lost the roofs of their houses in order to cover their
houses so that they could return to them. The covering of schools and churches allowed
for alot of people to continue to rebuild and tighten social ties. After sanitation aid, the
population was appreciative and acknowledged its necessity, as well as food aid,
although it did not have a huge impact.
Food distribution helped the population have some hope after the bad weather.
But those surveyed showed they did not understand why NGOs after more than a
month continued to give food. For them, NGOS should have been distributing seeds
and seedlings for the gardens. Those surveyed noted that they were not given the
chance to talk about the aid that was being given to them. NGOs gave what they
wanted. Furthermore, the food aid differed then the palette of the population. For the
people in the commune of Abricots, their food was local and gave life, but the food that
came to them was rice, beans, oil and corn meal. For the population, “the food they
were distributing did not have any vitamins. When the diet is not balanced it allows for
new diseases to develop in in our bodies”.

Corn Meal distribution by marmite by Samaritan’s Purse, Abricots
Town Square, December 21, 2016

Truck filled with tarps from USAID in Abricots,
December 22, 2016
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7 – Humanitarian Aid Gave Visibility to the Institutions Who Were
Acting
In the aid that was given to them, we can speak to the visibility of some
institutions, like NGOS, the municipal cartel, and other particularly individuals who are
working for NGOS. We can remark on the presence of some people in the commune
who were wearing the shirts with the logos of multiple NGOs, like Samaritan’s Purse,
Medicins du Monde, ACTED, First Response banners with logos so that they could be
identified. Where they held gatherings or distributions they fixed a banner like a flag in
order to mark territory. Visibility also came with the logo markings on the NGO’s cars.
Every employee had a shirt or a helmet with the NGOs logo. A few of the surveyed
informed us that NGOs were more visible because of the materials and service they
came to provide. In other words, they saw more cars and people from NGOs who came
to give aid. A situation that created frustration amongst the population.
Every employee had a shirt or helmet that had an NGO logo on it. A few of those
we surveyed noted that the logos of the NGOS were more visible than the service they
provided. In other words, they saw more cars and people who bore the names of the
NGOS than the actual support they provided. This situation created frustration in the
population’s home. The population saw NGOs spending more money on what could be
seen and visible than in corresponding activities.
A few of those surveyed wanted to let the NGOs know that they were a tool to
accompany the State to aid in development. Their actions should be based on the
needs of the population, but as we see NGOs take the place of the State. NGOs do
what they want, where they want, and when they want. Frequently, they arrive without a
project. Based on survey information, some people working in NGOs use the name to
do what they want, such as dominate and manipulate people, abuse women, create
divisions in families, create new families, etc.
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8 - The Population Has Mixed Reviews of the State
According to the information we collected, the population sees the State in many forms:
➢

There were some who said the State created order, and when they were talking
they brought up the police, the judge of peace who created order and deliberated
on justice.

➢

There were some who said the State are the locally elected like the mayor,
ASECs and KASEKs. Most of the people surveyed viewed the State in this
manner.

➢

There were also others who said that the their local leaders were talking about the
president, the ministers, the senators and deputies, and in general the central
government.

➢

Still others who said the State is us, and along those lines they see each person
as an authority.
The information we found showed us the presence of the State was always there,

unfortunately with little resources and weak means, like when the police and mayors
were brought up. They also spoke of the absence and the lack of political will of the
State that does not take care of anything for the commune. According to them, the
people in the communal offices don’t fulfill their civic duties because the States always
treat them as orphans. They are forgotten.
At that time, they see the State as the high ups (presidents, ministers,
parliamentarians) who are the ones who are the reason the commune cannot evolve
because they neither put in place or create structure to do so. The small means that
they give the mayors do not allow them to be able to respond to anything for the
population. To support their horrible situations, the population’s belief in God weighs
heavily in how they reflect and understand, “After God, it’s the State. The little we had
was destroyed. Then, the support and good will of the mayor, especially the first mayor
who understood everyone and the limited aid NGOs gave”.
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9 - Conclusion
Research completed on the commune of Abricots regarding the departure impact
of NGOs is a partnership between the Department of Ethnology and the National
Science Foundation (NSF). The method we used allowed us to gather data that enabled
us to see the relationships that existed between people in the commune, perception of
people regarding the actors that were providing services, the visibility of humanitarian
aid and the actors, and to identify the needs and evaluate the work of all actors
providing services. The population evaluated the services every actor provided and
scored them according to the work they completed.
This study allowed for us to gain an understanding that regardliess of the actor
acting in the community, they should sit and discuss with the population or conduct an
evaluation to really understand the real needs. The actors who are intervening shouldn’t
act with complicity, but with the consent of the population. The development of every
community should be done with the people of the community, and for the people of the
community. When we look at the population’s description regarding the actors, the
population appears to be a mirror that reflects. According to the question on the
population’s perception about actors we see how the population captures the image of
the actors. When we look at the responses we collected on how the aid and donations
were being distributed, they indicated that the actors who were giving aid were treating
people like children. If we were to repeat what people said, a partnership between the
State and NGOs should be one of respect. They stated that they saw the role of NGOs
reversed and that NGOs would pretend to replace the State.
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10. Recommendations
For recommendations, we are highlighting what people stated:

➢

The State must take responsibility for doing its job without distinction or value
judgements.

➢

Services should be deconcentrated. It should not be the capital or big cities only
where people live and perform their civic duties.

➢

The State should be aware of everything that happens in the commune.

➢

The State must sit with NGOs in order to work together for the welfare of the
population.

➢

NGOs who work in the same domain must become unified before arriving.

➢

NGOs must sit with the population to evaluate their needs together.

➢

The State must think about the quality of construction that is done for when there
is a catastrophe so that the same thing is not repeated.

➢

The concerned authorities must create infrastructure for the commune to develop.

➢

Find training and support to reinforce and restart production.
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Survey Questions – Summer 2016
Depatman:

Komin:

Seksyon Kominal/ Katye:
Dat:

Lè:

Siyati:

Non:

A. Prezantasyon moun kap viv nan zòn nan ak relasyon ki genyen antre yo.
1. Depi kilè w rete bò isit?

How long have you lived here?

2. Kijan w wè evolisyon zòn nan?

How do you see the area evolving?

3. Èske moun nan zòn sa konn fè tèt
ansanm?
4. Èske nan zòn bò isit moun byen youn
ak lòt?

Do people in this area get together/ unite?

5. Èske ou gen konfyans nan vwazen /
vwazin w?

Do you trust your neighbors?

Are people in this area on good terms with
one another?

B. Rezo sosyal moun nan
6. Tanpri ban mwen non 3 moun ki pi
pwòch w nan zòn nan?

Please name three people you feel closest
to.

7. Pou premye moun nan, Se kijan w
rankontre avèk li premye fwa?

For the first person, how did you meet this
person?

8. Chak kilè nou kwaze?

How often do you meet?

9. Èske ou konn pataje manje avèk li?

Do you share food with him/her?

10. Chak kilè?

How often?

11. Èske li konn pataje manje avèk ou?

Does he/she share food with you?

12. Chak kilè?

How often?

13. Si w gen pwoblèm, èske w ka konte
sou li?

If you have a problem, can you count on
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him/her?
14. Pou dezyèm moun nan, se kijan w
rankontre avèk li premye fwa?

For the second person, how did you meet
this person?

15. Chak kilè nou kwaze?

How often do you meet?

16. Èske ou konn pataje manje avèk li?

Do you share food with him/her?

17. Chak kilè?

How often?

18. Èske li konn pataje manje avèk ou?

Does he/she share food with you?

19. Chak kilè?

How often?

20. Si w gen pwoblèm, èske w ka konte
sou li?

If you have a problem, can you count on
him/her?

21. Pou twazyèm moun nan, se kijan w
rankontre avèk li premye fwa?
22. Chak kilè nou kwaze?

How did you meet this person?

23. Èske ou konn pataje manje avèk li?

Do you share food with him/her?

24. Chak kilè?

How often?

25. Èske li konn pataje manje avèk ou?

Does he/she share food with you?

26. Chak kilè?

How often?

27. Si w gen pwoblèm, èske w ka konte
sou li?

If you have a problem, can you count on
him/her?

How often do you meet?

CH. Lidè zòn nan
28. Se kijan ou fin konnen nouvèl?

How do you get news?

29. Se kiyès wap tyeke pou konnen sak
pase nan zòn nan?

Who do you seek out to find out what’s
happening in the area?

30. Depi gen yon pwoblèm nan zòn nan,
se kiyès ki kapab rezoud li?

When there’s a problem in the area, who can
resolve it?

31. Dapre ou menm, ki pi gwo bezwen nou
nan zòn nan?

What do you think the three most pressing
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needs in the area?
32. Èske pwoblèm sa yo kapab rezoud?

Can these problems be resolved?

33. Kijan?

How?

34. Èske otorite lokal yo kapab rezoud
pwoblèm sa yo?

Can the local authorities resolve these
problems?

35. Èske leta kapab rezoud pwoblèm sa
yo?
36. Èske ONG kapab rezoud pwoblèm sa
yo?

Can the state resolve these problems?
Can NGOs resolve these problems?

D. Relasyon moun nan avèk ONG
37. Èske w wè ONG kap travay nan zòn sa
yo?
38. (si wi) Ki ONG?

Do you see NGOs working in the area?

39. Èske w te gen chans rankontre yo?

Did you have the opportunity to meet with
them?

40. (si wi) Kilè w te kwaze avèk yo pou
premye fwa?

(if yes) When was the first time you met with
them?

41. Se kilès ki mennen w nan ONG sa a?

Who put you in contact with this NGO?

42. Se kilès ki w te konn wè anndan ONG
sa a?
43. Èske w te resevwa yon sipò nan men
ONG sa a?
44. Èske tout moun nan zòn nan jwenn?

Who did you meet with in this NGO?

45. Sak esplike sa a?

What explains this?

46. Ki denye fwa ou te wè yon aksyon
kolektif nan zòn nan?

What was the last time you saw a collective
action in the area?

47. Dapre ou menm, èske aksyon sa yo
efikas?

Do you think these actions are effective?

(if yes) Which NGOs?

Did you receive support from this NGO?
Did everyone in the area get support?

E. Enplikasyon moun nan aksyon sivik
48. Èske w fè pati yon asosyasyon oubyen
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Are you a member of an association or

yon òganizasyon?

organization?

49. (si wi) Ki asosyasyon?

(if yes) What association?

50. Chak kilè asosyasyon an reyini?

How often does the association meet?

51. Ki aksyon asosyasyon nan poze?

What actions does this association take?

52. Èske asosyasyon an konn fè
rasanbleman?

Does this association have general
meetings?

53. Èske asosyasyon an konn fè
manifestasyon?

Does this association organize
demonstrations?

54. Ou menm, èske w patisipe nan yon
manifestasyon?
55. Poukisa (poukisa pa)?

Have you participated in a demonstration?
Why (why not)?

F. Pèsepsyon moun nan sou ONG ak lòt aktè
56. Kijan ou wè ONG yo?

What do you think about NGOs?

57. Ban mwen twa mo ki nan tèt ou lè ou
panse sou ONG.
58. Dapre ou menm, ki wòl ONG yo dwe
jwe?
59. Èske se sa yo fè?

Name three words you associate with NGOs.

60. Èske ONG yo pote solisyon pou zòn
nan?
61. Èske ONG yo dwe rete nan zòn nan?

Do NGOs bring about solutions for this area?

62. Epi pou otorite lokal yo, kijan ou we
yo?

What do you think about the local
authorities?

63. Ban mwen twa mo ki nan tèt ou lè ou
panse sou otorite lokal yo?

Name three words you associate with the
local authorities.

64. Dapre ou menm, ki wòl otorite lokal yo
dwe jwe?

What do you think the local authorities’ roles
should be?

65. Èske se sa yo fè?

Is this what they do?

66. Epi pou leta, kijan ou we leta?

What do you think about the state?
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What do you think NGOs’ roles should be?
Is this what they do?

Should NGOs stay in the area?

67. Ban mwen twa mo ki nan tèt ou lè ou
panse sou leta?

Name three words you associate with the
state.

68. Dapre ou menm, ki wòl leta dwe jwe?

What do you think the state’s roles should
be?

69. Èske se sa li fè?

Is this what it does?

70. Èske ayisyen konn fè tèt ansanm?

Do Haitians get together / unite?

71. Èske w gen lespwa sou lavni a?

Do you have hope for the future?
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Survey Questions – December 2016
Department:

Commune

Communal Section/Neighborhood:
Date:

Time:

Last Name:

First Name:

A. Lidè zòn nan
1. Se kijan ou fin konnen nouvèl?

How do you get news?

2. Se kiyès wap tyeke pou konnen sak pase
nan zòn nan?

Who do you seek out to find out what’s
happening in the area?

3. Depi gen yon pwoblèm nan zòn nan, se
kiyès ki kapab rezoud li?

When there’s a problem in the area, who
can resolve it?

4. Dapre ou menm, ki pi gwo fòs oubyen
kapasite zòn nan genyen ?

What do you think the area’s biggest
strengths or capacities are?

5. Dapre ou menm, ki pi gwo bezwen nou
nan zòn nan?

What do you think the three most
pressing needs in the area?

6. Ki bezwen ki pi priyorite pou zòn nan
dapre w menm?

What do you think the area’s biggest
priority is?

7. Èske pwoblèm sa yo kapab rezoud?

Can these problems be resolved?

8. Èske nou menm menm vwazen nou kapab
rezoud pwoblèm sa yo ?

Can you and your neighbors solve these
problem?

9. Ki aksyon nou menm konn poze apre
Siklòn Matyè ?

What actions have you engaged in after
Hurricane Matthew?

10. Dapre ou menm, èske aksyon sa yo
efikas?
11. Èske asosyasyon lokal kapab rezoud
pwoblèm sa yo?

Do you think these actions are effective?

12. Ki asosyasyon lokal yo ?

What local associations ?

13. Ki aksyon asosyasyon lokal konn poze
apre Siklòn Matyè ?

What actions have local
associations engaged in after Hurricane
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Can local associations solve these
problems?

Matthew?
14. Dapre ou menm, èske aksyon sa yo
efikas?
15. Èske otorite lokal yo kapab rezoud
pwoblèm sa yo?

Do you think these actions are effective?

16. Ki aksyon otorite lokal konn poze apre
Siklòn Matyè?

What actions have local
authorities engaged in after Hurricane
Matthew?

17. Dapre ou menm, èske aksyon sa yo
efikas?
18. Èske leta kapab rezoud pwoblèm sa yo?

Do you think these actions are effective?

19. Ki aksyon leta konn poze apre Siklòn
Matyè?

What actions has the state engaged in
after Hurricane Matthew?

20. Dapre ou menm, èske aksyon sa yo
efikas?
21. Èske ONG kapab rezoud pwoblèm sa yo?

Do you think these actions are effective?

22. Ki aksyon ONG konn poze apre Siklòn
Matyè?

What actions have NGOs engaged in
after Hurricane Matthew?

23. Dapre ou menm, èske aksyon sa yo
efikas?

Do you think these actions are effective?

Can the local authorities resolve these
problems?

Can the state resolve these problems?

Can NGOs resolve these problems?

AN. Relasyon moun nan avèk ONG
24. Èske w wè ONG ki tap vini apre Siklòn
Matyè?

Do you see NGOs that came after
Hurricane Matthew?

25. (si wi) Ki ONG?

(if yes) Which NGOs?

26. Ki èd ONG sa a te pote?

What aid did this NGO bring ?

27. Èske w te resevwa yon sipò nan men
ONG sa a?
28. Èske tout moun nan zòn nan jwenn?

Did you receive support from this NGO?

29. Èske ONG ki te la anvan Matyè toujou la?

Are the NGOs that were here before
Matthew still around?

30. (si wi) Ki ONG?

(if yes) Which NGOs?
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Did everyone in the area get support?

31. Ki èd ONG sa a te pote?

What aid did this NGO bring ?

32. Èske w te resevwa yon sipò nan men
ONG sa a?
33. Èske tout moun nan zòn nan jwenn?

Did you receive support from this NGO?
Did everyone in the area get support?

B. Pèsepsyon moun nan sou ONG ak lòt aktè
34. An gwo, kijan ou ta ka evalye repons apre
Siklòn Matyè?

In general, how would you evaluate the
response after Hurricane Matthew?

35. Dapre w menm, kisa ki te bon?

What do you think was good?

36. Dapre w menm, kisa ki merite chanje?

What do you think needs to change?

37. Kijan w ta evalye travay ONG apre Siklòn
Matyè?

How would you evaluate NGOs’ work
after hurricane Matthew?

38. Dapre w menm, kisa ONG yo ta sipoze fè?

What do you think NGOs should have
done?

39. Èske se sa yo te fè?

Is this what they did?

40. Epi pou otorite lokal yo, kijan ou ta evalye
yo apre Siklòn Matyè?

How would you evaluate the local
authorities’ work after hurricane Matthew?

41. Dapre ou menm, kisa otorite lokal ta
sipoze dwe fè?

What do you think the local authorities
should have done?

42. Èske se sa yo te fè?

Is this what they did?

43. Epi pou leta, kijan ou ta evalye leta apre
Siklòn Matyè?

How would you evaluate the local
authorities’ work after hurricane Matthew?

44. Dapre ou menm, kisa otorite lokal ta
sipoze dwe fè?

Dapre ou menm, kisa otorite lokal ta
sipoze dwe fè?

45. Èske se sa li te fè?

Is this what it did?

46. Èske ayisyen konn fè tèt ansanm?

Do Haitians get together / unite?

47. Èske w gen lespwa sou lavni a?

Do you have hope for the future?
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